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Abstract: To improve the market competitiveness of agricultural e-retailers, we offer an interactive
bundle pricing strategy (IBPS). Compared to existing fixed bundling strategies, IBPS takes into
account the variability of customer needs and provides consumers with more and more flexible
choice opportunities. As more and more consumers tend to buy more environmentally friendly
and healthy organic produce, a hybrid bundle pricing model for organic and inorganic produce is
developed with the goal of maximizing retailers’ profit and optimizing consumers’ surplus, taking
into account consumers’ organic preferences. Meanwhile, we introduce a free shipping strategy to
further stimulate consumption. Then, we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve it and derive the
optimal price for various bundled packages. Through numerical analysis, we draw some conclusions
and propose corresponding management insights: (1) Compared with traditional online retailing
methods, IBPS can effectively stimulate consumption and increase retailers’ profits; (2) as the free
shipping threshold increases, total profits show a trend of first increasing and then decreasing,
indicating that an appropriate free shipping threshold can optimize retailers’ profits; (3) as consumers’
green preferences increase, the sales of organic products increase while the total profit rises, so it is
suggested that retailers increase consumer green preference through appropriate advertising; (4) the
higher the consumption level, the higher the total value of consumers’ word purchases, so retailers
can appropriately increase the free shipping threshold at high consumption levels.

Keywords: agricultural products; bundle pricing; consumer organic preference

1. Introduction

Online shopping has become one of the essential shopping modes for many consumers,
and it is expected that global e-commerce sales will account for 20.8% of global retail
sales in 2023 [1]. In the agricultural products industry, with the improvement of the
agricultural product supply chain and the increase of online retail platforms, the online
sales of agricultural products have been rapidly developed. For China, agricultural e-
commerce has experienced explosive growth in the past few years. In 2022, the online
retail sales of agricultural e-commerce in China reached RMB 531.38 billion, a year-on-
year increase of 9.2% [2]. It can be seen that agricultural product e-commerce has huge
development prospects and a vast consumer market. Therefore, it is necessary to explore
consumers’ online purchasing decisions for agricultural products and pricing optimization
strategies for agricultural e-commerce.

With the development of e-commerce for agricultural products, the competition within
the industry has become more and more intense. Agricultural retailers have started to
adopt a variety of marketing strategies to enhance their competitiveness and thus capture
more market share. Among them, bundling strategy has become one of the most popular
marketing strategies, i.e., offering consumers the opportunity to save by selling a combina-
tion of products at a low price, thus promoting consumption [3]. However, in the existing
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bundle selling model, the products within the bundle are determined by the retailer. In
this scenario, customers can only achieve savings by purchasing a specific bundle [4]. This
fixed product bundle is too rigid because it ignores the issue of differences in customer
preferences. When customers want to buy other non-bundled products, they do not get
any savings. In order to meet the different needs of consumers for multiple products, this
paper proposes a more flexible bundle selling strategy in which consumers choose their
own products in the bundle to stimulate consumption to a greater extent.

In addition to the price factor, the organic attributes of agricultural products are one
of the main factors that influence consumers’ purchasing decisions. Organic agricultural
products are not only environmentally friendly, but they are also of high quality and
nutritious, so they are sold at a higher price than non-organic agricultural products [5]. With
the increase in income in developing countries such as China, more and more consumers are
attempting to purchase organic products to improve their quality of life [6]. For consumers
with higher green preferences, they are willing to pay higher prices to purchase organic
agricultural products. For consumers with lower green preferences, they are more inclined
to choose inorganic agricultural products with higher cost-effectiveness. Therefore, in the
pricing process of agricultural products, it is necessary to consider the degree of consumer
organic preference.

Based on the above, this paper proposes an interactive bundle pricing strategy (IBPS)
for online retailers of agricultural products that takes into account consumers’ organic
preferences. In addition, we introduce a free shipping strategy to enhance consumer surplus
and maximize agricultural e-retailer profits. When customers shop online, they usually
put the products they need into their shopping cart. At this point, IBPS can determine the
bundled pricing of agricultural product combinations in the shopping cart. When customers
add or delete certain agricultural products in their shopping cart, IBPS can capture these
real-time events and generate new bundled prices. Due to the fact that bundled prices are
cheaper than the sum of individual selling prices, it can stimulate customers to purchase
more agricultural products in a single transaction. Through numerical research, it has
been found that this interactive bundling pricing strategy is a win-win strategy. It not only
creates more profits for agricultural e-commerce, but also enables consumers to obtain
higher consumer surplus.

Then, we review relevant studies and illustrate the differences between our study and
the existing literature.

The first stream of this study is mainly related to pricing strategies for agricultural
products. Many scholars have studied the optimal pricing problem of agricultural products
from the perspective of supply chain using game theory. He et al. (2022) [7] studied the
pricing strategies when the supplier has a limited output and the retailer has substitute
suppliers in a fresh agricultural product supply chain. Wang et al. (2017) [8] built a fresh
produce supply chain consisting of a supplier and a retailer and derived the optimal
pricing strategy of supplier in the presence of portfolio contracts and circulation losses.
Wang et al. (2022) [9] established the agricultural product supply chain with farmer coop-
eratives as the core enterprise and developed dynamic pricing models under decentralized
decision-making and centralized decision-making. Li et al. (2023) [10] built a three-level
agricultural supply chain model and explored the impact of block-chain traceability and
retailers’ altruistic preference on pricing decisions. Some articles have considered the
characteristic attributes of agricultural products to study their optimal pricing strategies.
Hasan et al. (2020) [11] considered the effect of external factors that induce deterioration
investigated ways to reduce the product deterioration rate by accelerating the sales of the
near defective items at a discounted price. Perlman et al., (2019) [12] assumed that the
agricultural products can depreciate in value and studied the optimal pricing strategy for
organic and inorganic agricultural products under dual channels. Zhang et al. (2018) [13]
combined transportation methods and market uncertainty risks to determine the optimal
retail price, and set the optimal wholesale price based on the Stackelberg game.
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The second stream of this research is related to bundle pricing. Some articles have stud-
ied bundling pricing strategies for complementary products. Taleizadeh et al. (2017) [14]
developed an integrated pricing-inventory model for two complementary products under
three selling strategies (single, bundling and mixed bundling). Giri et al. (2020) [15] com-
pared the individual sales strategy and bundled sales strategy in a duopoly market where
two manufacturers separately produce and sell two complementary products through a
common retailer. Hemmati et al. (2023) [16] studied the name-your-own-price (NYOP)
mechanism for complementary products in which customers participate in the pricing
mechanism by submitting bids. Some scholars have studied bundling pricing from the
perspective of perishability. Fang et al. (2018) [17] considered the bundle pricing decisions
for homogeneous fresh products with quality deterioration. Azadeh et al. (2017) [18]
studied the bundling pricing strategy for two perishable products, taking into account the
benefit–lost cost and the shortage cost. Pan et al. (2022) [19] proposed a physical Internet-
enabled real-time system for a retailer that sells two complementary perishable products
and considered both bundling and separate policies with repricing strategies. In addition,
some researchers have proposed bundling pricing strategies from a data-driven perspective.
Ettl et al. (2020) [20] constructed a data-driven model to recommend personalized discount
product packages to shoppers while selecting products related to consumer preferences.
Jiang et al. (2011) [21] proposed an online dynamic bundling pricing model based on
customer online behavior (e.g., clicking on Web pages, rating products). Li et al. (2023) [22]
developed game-theoretic models to examine the effect of review volume and valence on
different players’ pricing strategies and coordination structures composed of an online
retailer and a manufacturer.

For agricultural pricing, most studies have taken a game approach from a supply chain
perspective to study the optimal decision of each subject. For bundle pricing, most existing
studies have adopted a fixed bundle strategy, considering complementarity, perishability,
and data-driven factors. Based on this, this paper will develop a more flexible interactive
bundle pricing model from the perspective of e-retailers of agricultural products, and
consider consumers’ organic preferences. The research results of this paper will further
enrich the marketing strategies of agricultural e-retailers.

2. The Model
2.1. Hypothesis of the Research Object

From the perspective of agricultural e-retailers, this paper establishes a nonlinear
mixed Integer programming model for interactive bundle pricing strategy (IBPS) of organic
and inorganic agricultural products with the goal of maximizing the profit of agricultural
e-retailers and optimizing consumer surplus. Simultaneously, we consider the free shipping
strategy and consumer organic preferences. The key point of the model is how agricultural
product e-commerce platforms price packages to maximize profits under the optimal deci-
sion of consumer surplus. The core issue is the optimal price corresponding to each bundle
combination. Consumers maximize their surplus based on the difference between the
total retained price of the items in the package and their payment price, while agricultural
e-commerce platforms maximize their total profit through pricing and free shipping. The
specific bundled pricing process is shown in Figure 1.
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Assuming the following conditions:

(1) Each consumer purchases package with the largest consumer surplus within their
own budget constraints;

(2) The consumer’s reserve price for the package is equal to the sum of the consumer’s
reserve prices for all products in the package;

(3) Consumer costs include agricultural product prices and shipping costs. When the
customer’s purchase amount reaches a certain amount, the shipping costs are borne
by the platform;

(4) Each type of agricultural product has two varieties: organic and inorganic;
(5) All agricultural products in one order are combined into one package and only

one shipping cost is calculated. For the same product, each consumer is limited to
purchasing one unit; and

(6) The consumer reserve price is the highest price that consumers are willing to pay for
the product, which is affected by the market price of the product, the organic attribute
of the product, and the organic preference of consumers.

2.2. Symbol Settings

The parameters and variables involved in the model are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The parameters and variables used in the article.

Symbols Descriptions

I The set of consumers, i ∈ I

J The set of agricultural species, j ∈ J

K The set of organic and inorganic, K = {0, 1}, 0 represents inorganic and 1
represents organic

B The set of packages, b ∈ B
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbols Descriptions

cjk Unit cost of product j with organic attribute k

Rijk Consumer i ‘s reserve price for product j with organic attribute k

R0
ijk Reserve price without considering consumer organic preferences

xb
jk

Whether the package b contains product j with organic attribute k, 0 indicates
no and 1 indicates yes

Xb Matrix representation of package b, Xb =
(

xb
10 xb

20 · · · xb
j0 xb

11 xb
21 · · · xb

j1

)
yb

i Whether consumer i select the package b, 0 indicates no, 1 indicates yes

Si Consumer surplus of consumer i

Ei Budget constraints of consumer i

fb Distribution costs of package b

µ Consumers’ green preference coefficient

G Free shipping threshold

Pb Price of package b

2.3. Modeling

max ∑i∈I ∑j∈J ∑k∈K ∑b∈B yb
i

[
Pb − cjk·xb

jk − fb

(
1− IG

b

)]
(1)

s.t.Rijk = R0
ijk(1 + kµ), ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K (2)

Si = ∑b∈B ∑j∈J ∑k∈K yb
i (Rijk·xb

jk − Pb − fb·I{Pb < G}), ∀i ∈ I (3)

Si ≥∑j∈J ∑k∈K Rijk·xb
jk − Pb − fb·I{Pb < G}, ∀i ∈ I (4)

Pb ≥∑j∈J ∑k∈K cjk·xb
jk, ∀b ∈ B (5)

Pb ≥ Pu − Pv, ∀b ∈ B (6)

u, v =
{

u, v
∣∣∣Xu − Xv = Xb

}
(7)

∑b∈B yb
i (Pb + fb·I{Pb < G}) ≤ Ei, ∀i ∈ I (8)

∑b∈B yb
i ·Si ≥ 0, i ∈ I (9)

∑b∈B yb
i ≤ 1, i ∈ I (10)

IL
b =

{
1, Pb < G
0, Pb > G

(11)

xb
jk, yb

i ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, k ∈ K, b ∈ B (12)

Formula (1) is the objective function that represents the maximum profit of agricultural
product e-commerce platforms, which is equal to sales revenue minus agricultural product
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costs and distribution costs; Constraint (2) refers to consumers reverse prices; Constraint (3)
indicates that consumer surplus is equal to the difference between the consumer’s reverse
price and the actual paid price; Constraint (4) signals that consumers will choose to purchase
the largest remaining bundled package; Constraint (5) describes that the pricing of the
package is not less than the sum of the agricultural product costs within the package;
Constraints (6) and (7) show that the price of each package is not greater than the sum of
the prices divided into multiple packages; Constraint (8) denotes that the bundle purchased
by consumers does not exceed their budget; Constraint (9) means that consumers will only
purchase when their consumer surplus is not less than 0; Constraint (10) indicates that each
consumer can purchase at most one package; Constraint (11) expresses that when the price
of the bundle reaches a certain threshold, the distribution cost is borne by the platform;
Constraint (12) represents 0–1 variables.

3. Algorithm

In the IBPS model, agricultural e-retailer aims to maximize profits, while the consumer
chooses the bundle with the largest surplus. With reference to Jiang et al., (2018) [23],
local search is a mature solution to combinatorial optimization and a high-quality solution
to practical problems within a reasonable time period. This paper proposes a heuristic
algorithm-based shrinkage to optimize the price of each bundle. The flow chart of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 2 and the specific steps are as follows:
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Step 1: Set the consumer budget constraint Ei, the distribution cost fb for each combi-
nation, and the free shipping threshold G. Set the price reduction step ∆p, and the price
adjustment for each bundle can only be an integer multiple of ∆p.

Step 2: Divide all bundles b = 1, 2, · · · , 4n into two groups. Group 1: b = 1 denotes
bundle with no produce. Group 2: b = 2, · · · , 4n denotes bundles containing one or more
units of produce.

Step 3: For each bundle, the sum of the costs of all products in the bundle and the sum
of the market prices are denoted as the price lower bound Lb and the price upper bound
Ub of the bundle, respectively. Then the price of the bundle is initialized to the sum of the
market prices of the products in the bundle, i.e., Pb = Ub.

Step 4: Within the consumer budget Ei, each consumer selects a bundle with the
largest consumer surplus. We then calculate the e-retailer’s profit, denoted as W.

Step 5: Keeping the bundle price of group 1 unchanged, optimize the price of the
remaining bundles, this is starting from b = 2.

Step 6: Get a new lower bound L′b = max
{

Pu − Pv

∣∣∣Xu − Xv = Xb
}

for bundle b and

set the price lower bound for bundle b to Lb = max
{

Lb, L′b
}

.
Step 7: When Pb > Lb, the price of bundle b is reduced by one unit, i.e., P′b = Pb − ∆p.

Within the consumer budget Ei, each consumer chooses a bundle with the largest consumer
surplus, and then we calculate the new total profit W ′. If W ′ > W, reset the bundle price
and total profit, i.e., Pb = P′b, W = W ′, and return to step 6. When W ′ ≤W, if b ≤ 4n, reset
b = b + 1 and return to step 6, if b > 4n, go to step 8.

Step 8: Output the optimal total profit W and the set of optimal prices for the bundles
{P1, P2, · · · P4n}.

4. Numerical Analysis
4.1. Data Description

This section verifies the effectiveness of the model and algorithm proposed above
through numerical cases and simulation analysis. We analyze the trend of changes in
agricultural e-retailer profits and consumer surplus by adjusting parameters such as free
shipping thresholds and consumer organic preferences, providing management suggestions
for agricultural e-retailer.

In this paper, we assume that an agricultural e-retailer sells three agricultural products
simultaneously on an online platform, including bananas, peaches, and lychees. We
investigated and counted the cost and selling price of for the three kinds of inorganic
agricultural products in 10 online stores, as shown in Table 2, in which 1 unit denotes 500 g.

Table 2. Unit cost and selling price statistics of agricultural products.

Inorganic Agricultural Products
Online Stores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Bananas
Cost (¥/unit) 2.77 2.54 2.68 2.79 2.69 2.57 2.59 2.72 2.65 2.52
Price (¥/unit) 4.71 4.65 4.92 5.15 4.87 4.81 4.9 4.66 4.93 4.9

Peaches
Cost (¥/unit) 3.54 3.28 3.22 3.42 3.32 3.46 3.42 3.29 3.25 3.33
Price (¥/unit) 5.25 5.45 5.45 5.33 5.32 5.33 5.44 5.31 5.35 5.26

Lychees Cost (¥/unit) 3.68 3.5 3.62 3.61 3.43 3.52 3.51 3.56 3.61 3.48
Price (¥/unit) 5.87 5.84 5.91 5.84 6.09 5.95 5.81 5.71 5.9 6.07

Referring to the study of Ye et al. (2021) [24], we assume that the unit cost and market
price of agricultural products obey a uniform distribution, and get the distribution interval
of inorganic agricultural products based on the above statistics, as shown in Table 3. Based
on the findings of Perlman et al. (2019) [12], the unit cost and market price of organic
agricultural products are about 1.5 times and 2 times of those of inorganic agricultural
products, respectively, and this is used as the case parameter of this paper.
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Table 3. Unit cost and market price distribution of agricultural products.

Inorganic Agricultural Products Bananas Peaches Lychees

Cost (¥/unit) U(2.5, 2.8) U(3.2, 3.5) U(3.4, 3.7)
Price (¥/unit) U(4.6, 5.1) U(5.2, 5.5) U(5.7, 6.1)

Assuming that consumers’ reserve prices for agricultural products follow a uniform
distribution without considering their organic preferences, i.e., Rij ∼ U

(
Rl

j, Ru
j

)
. Rl

j and
Ru

j , respectively, reserve the lower and upper limits of prices for consumers. According
to Zhou et al. (2022) [25], the reserved price ceiling can be estimated by market price and
unit cost, that is Ru

j = 2× pj − cj0 (pj is the market price of inorganic agricultural product

j, cj0 is the unit cost of inorganic agricultural product j). Reserve Price floor Rl
j is calculated

based on the highest retention price Ru
j , which is defined as Rl

j = θ·Ru
j , 0 < θ < 1. With the

increase of θ, the lower limit of reserve price floor magnifies, indicating that consumers
are willing to pay higher prices for agricultural products. Therefore, θ can be used to
express the level of consumer consumption. The higher the value of θ, the higher the level
of consumer consumption. This section sets for θ = 0.3. In addition, considering that
consumers are willing to pay higher prices for organic agricultural products, this paper
introduces consumers’ organic preference into the reserve price, i.e., Rijk = R0

ijk1 + kµ

(represents the reserved price without considering consumer organic preferences). In this
section we set consumer organic preferences µ = 0.5.

According to the actual operation of the platform, the distribution cost is equal to
¥4 plus ¥4 multiplied by the number of products in the bundle, setting the free shipping
threshold as ¥30. We assume that the number of potential consumers for this agricultural
product e-retailer is 50. Consumer budget value follows normal distribution N

(
µ, σ2) in

which µ = 50, σ2 = 0.2 ∗ µ.

4.2. Analysis of Algorithm Results

Based on the above data and parameters, the optimal pricing decision for the platform
is calculated and the sales volume, consumer surplus and total retailer profit under the
optimal decision are derived. To verify that the IBPS proposed in this paper outperforms
the traditional stand-alone retailing model, the optimal results of the two strategies are
compared, and the details are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of sales data, consumer surplus, and platform total profit.

Inorganic Agricultural Products Traditional Retail
Model IBPS Increase

Ratio

Total sales (unit) 100 114 14.00%
Total sales of inorganic products (unit) 42 54 28.57%
Total sales of organic products (unit) 58 64 10.34%

Total consumer surplus (¥) 1524.2795 1689.745 10.86%
Total sales revenue (¥) 2052.7301 2210.8564 7.70%

Total profit (¥) 1152.5061 1249.2531 8.39%

Table 4 shows that the IBPS strategy exhibits greater benefits in terms of both product
sales and total sales revenue. The improvements under IBPS were significant compared
to the traditional separate retail model, including an 8.39% increase in total profit and a
10.86% increase in total consumer surplus. In addition, under bundled pricing, the more
produce consumers purchase, the more savings they receive. Therefore, within the budget
constraint, consumers would buy as much produce as possible, thus making the market
demand larger. As the data results show, total sales of produce increased by 14.00%. This
includes a 28.57% increase in sales of inorganic products and a 10.34% increase in sales of
organic produce.
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5. Result

In the previous subsection, we compared IBPS with the traditional retail model by
using specific numerical arithmetic examples. It is demonstrated that IBPS is effective in
stimulating consumption and increasing consumer purchases for produce, thus increasing
retailer revenue. To help agricultural e-retailers make better bundle pricing decisions.
In this subsection, we would conduct sensitivity analysis on free shipping thresholds,
consumers’ organic preferences, and customers’ consumption levels, so as to provide useful
management suggestions for produce e-retailers.

5.1. The Impact of Free Shipping Threshold on Bundled Pricing Strategies

On the one hand, the free shipping strategy reduces the profit per order, which is called
the profit shrinkage effect; on the other hand, it can increase the consumer surplus and thus
attract more consumers or make them buy more agricultural products, which is called the
market expansion effect [26]. The profit shrinkage effect and the market expansion effect
jointly affect the profit of the agricultural e-commerce platform, and the profit of the retailer
will decrease when the profit shrinkage effect is better than the market expansion effect,
and the profit of the retailer will increase when the market expansion effect is better than
the profit shrinkage effect. In this section, based on the heuristic algorithm and arithmetic
parameters proposed in the previous section, the impact of free shipping threshold on
bundle pricing strategy is discussed to find the optimal free shipping threshold. Figure 3
shows the trend of total profit and total consumer surplus as the free shipping threshold
changes between 25 and 35.
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Figure 3 shows that as the free shipping threshold increases in the range of 25–35 ¥,
both total profit and total consumer surplus show a general trend of increasing and then
decreasing. The changes first accelerate, then decrease, and finally level off. This suggests
that an appropriate increase in the free shipping threshold can stimulate consumption,
but an excessively high free shipping threshold can exceed consumers’ budget constraints,
making the free shipping strategy ineffective. Therefore, it is important for e-retailers of
agricultural products to set the appropriate free shipping threshold. Figure 3 indicates that
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total platform profit and total consumer surplus reach a maximum when the free shipping
threshold is 28 ¥, suggesting that 28 ¥ is the optimal free shipping threshold.

5.2. The Impact of Consumer Organic Preferences on Bundling Pricing Strategies

Organic preference refers to the extent to which consumers are willing to pay a higher
purchase price for organic agricultural products. To explore the effect of consumers’ organic
preference on the bundle pricing strategy of agricultural products, this section analyzes the
changes in the quantity of agricultural products sold and the total profit under the optimal
pricing strategy when µ varies in the range of 0–1. Based on this, we propose reasonable
management countermeasures and suggestions for agricultural products e-commerce. The
trends of the sales volume and total profit of agricultural products with consumer’ organic
preference are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows that as consumer green preferences increase, the sales of inorganic
agricultural products decrease rapidly, while the sales of organic agricultural products
show a slow upward trend. The reason is that the greater the consumers’ organic preference,
the higher their reservation price for organic agricultural products, i.e., they are willing to
spend more to purchase organic agricultural products to increase their consumer surplus.
At the same time, we found that the total sales volume of produce decreased with increasing
consumer organic preference. This is because organic produce sells at a higher price than
inorganic produce, and under budget constraints, consumers with high organic preferences
are more likely to choose to buy small amounts of organic produce rather than large
amounts of inorganic produce. In addition, Figure 4 shows that total platform profits
increase with consumer organic preference, suggesting that selling organic produce can be
more profitable for produce e-retailers than inorganic produce.

5.3. The Impact of Consumption Level on Bundling Pricing Strategies

Consumption level θ indicates the difference between the minimum reserve price and
the maximum reserve price [27]. A higher value of θ means that the minimum reserve price
is closer to the maximum reserve price and the consumer heterogeneity is lower. To analyze
the effect of consumption level on the bundle pricing strategy of agricultural products, we
set the consumption level as 0.1–1 with a step of 0.1. Figure 5 represents the effect of the
change in consumption level on the sales volume and the total profit of e-retailer.
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Figure 5 shows that as consumption levels increase, sales of inorganic products de-
crease and sales of organic products increase, with an upward trend in total sales. This
indicates that at higher consumption levels, consumers are less heterogeneous, have a
higher demand for quality utility, and are inclined to choose organic agricultural products
that are expensive, environmentally friendly, and healthy. In this case, the total value of
consumers’ purchases increases. Therefore, when the overall consumption level of the
market is at a high state, e-retailers of agricultural products can appropriately increase the
free shipping threshold to further stimulate consumption. In addition, the total profit of
produce e-retailers increases significantly at high consumption levels, and the profit growth
rate flattens out regionally after a gradual decline. This indicates that the increase in sales
of organic agricultural products can effectively increase the total profit.

6. Discussion

In Section 4, we set up an arithmetic example based on actual research data, and pro-
pose a pricing scheme for retailers using IBPS which is compared with traditional bundled
pricing. In Section 5, in order to further optimize the bundle pricing decision, we inves-
tigate the implications of parameters such as free shipping threshold, consumer organic
preference, and consumption level on IBPS. Through a series of numerical comparative
analyses, the following main conclusions are obtained:

(1) Comparing with the traditional bundled pricing strategy of fixed products [17], IBPS
offers more choices for customers. Consumers can choose the products to be bundled
according to their needs and receive bundle savings under IBPS. It can satisfy the
different demand preferences of consumers in a greater extent, which leads to a
substantial increase in total produce sales as well as total produce profits. Therefore,
IBPS is a great option for agricultural e-retailers;

(2) It is important for agricultural e-retailers to set the right free shipping threshold. A
lower free shipping threshold will make the retailer’s delivery cost too high, while
a higher free shipping threshold will cause consumers to abandon their purchases
due to expensive shipping costs. Therefore, retailers need to fully understand the
characteristics of their customers in order to set a reasonable free shipping thresh-
old which could effectively stimulate consumption. This conclusion is consistent
with Gu et al. (2023) [26];

(3) Retailers’ total profits rise substantially as consumers’ organic preference increases,
which indicates that the consumer is willing to pay more for organic produce. There-
fore, retailers can increase the advertising and promotion of organic products in order
to increase consumers’ organic preference. Meanwhile, the government can also
introduce relevant policies to further expand the market for organic products; and
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(4) The higher the consumer level, the more consumers tend to choose high-quality,
high-price products. With the rapid development of the social economy, the con-
sumer’s consumption view gradually changes from focusing on price to focusing on
service and quality. Therefore, for high consumption level groups, retailers could
appropriately increase product prices and free shipping thresholds, as well as pay
more attention to product quality improvement. This view is in accordance with
Perlman et al. (2019) [12].

7. Conclusions

To address the problem that the existing bundle pricing strategy for agricultural
products takes the fixed product which is too rigid and ignores the heterogeneity among
consumers, this paper proposes an interactive bundle pricing strategy (IBPS). Compared
with the traditional bundle pricing strategy, IBPS is more flexible and provides more choices
for consumers, which can effectively increase consumer surplus and total profit of agri-
cultural e-retailers. Then, considering the variability of consumers’ organic preferences
for agricultural products, we investigate a hybrid bundling strategy for organic and inor-
ganic agricultural products. In addition, to further stimulate demand, we introduce a free
shipping strategy based on IBPS, which leads to an increase in consumers’ single purchase.

Based on this, this paper establishes the IBPS model with the objectives of maximizing
the total profit and optimal consumer surplus for agricultural products e-retailers. We
use a heuristic algorithm to solve the model in order to find the optimal pricing of the
bundled packages of agricultural products under different choices of consumers. Through
numerical analysis, we compare the differences between IBPS and traditional e-tailing
methods and find that IBPS can effectively increase the profit and consumer surplus of
agricultural products e-retailers. In addition, we analyze the effects of free shipping
thresholds, consumers’ organic preferences, and customers’ consumption levels on bundle
pricing strategies. The analysis revealed that: (1) It is difficult to stimulate consumption
with a too low free shipping threshold, and a too high free shipping threshold would make
some consumers abandon their purchase because of the shipping cost. (2) The higher
the consumer’s organic preference, the higher the sales volume of organic products, and
thus the higher the profit for the retailer. (3) As consumption levels increase, consumers’
purchases of organic products and total purchases increase, and so does the total value
of a single purchase. Based on this, we propose the following policy recommendations:
(1) Retailers need to research and analyze consumer groups and set appropriate free
shipping thresholds based on attributes such as consumers’ consumption levels and organic
preferences, resulting in stimulating the consumption. (2) The government and retailers
can invest more in publicizing organic agricultural products to increase consumers’ organic
preference, so as to promote environmental sustainability and increase retailers’ profits.
These policies are beneficial to both consumers and retailers. On the one hand, they could
lead to more profits for retailers, on the other hand, they could make more consumer
surplus for consumers, thus enhancing satisfaction.

In summary, this paper proposes a new bundled pricing strategy for produce e-retailers
and offers some management insights. This is important to help agricultural e-retailers
increase their market competitiveness and capture a larger market share. However, this pa-
per also has some limitations. We only study the pricing strategies of agricultural products
under the online sales channel, without considering the complex effects among multiple
channels. And the complementary and perishable nature of agricultural products is not
considered in this paper. In the future, we will further extend the model based on this paper
to take into account the perishability and complementary nature of agricultural products to
provide a more complete bundle pricing strategy for agricultural product retailers.
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